INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
response is always made, each of the various incorrect
responses is only made occasionallyl Finally only the
correct response gets practice. If the situation is left
unpractised for a long time, the chicken will partly or wholly
forget its trick, and will have to relearn it
This learning by Trial and Error, by the aid of the laws
of Satisfaction and Practice, will occupy us a good deal,
for we shall wish to find out whether all learning is of this
type, or whether any new laws are needed as we proceed to
study learning in higher animals and in man It will be our
duty, if we wish to act in a scientific manner, to avoid
making any further hypotheses unless we feel absolutely
forced to do so. Of course, the Law of Satisfaction includes
the opposite case of punishment or dissatisfaction If a
third passageway had been open, so arranged that when the
chicken went along this passageway it received an electric
shock, it would have learned to avoid this passageway sooner
than it learned to avoid the non-electrified one. Going along
the blind alley in any case, however, leads to disappoint-
ment, to dissatisfaction, and so we ought perhaps to call
our law the Law of Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction
Now let us contrast with our chicken the behaviour of a
1 To illustrate the way in which, it is suggested, the reward resulting
from the successful movement makes it more likely to occur when the
situation is again met with, imagine an experiment with a pack of cards,
the fifty-two cards of which represent the random responses made by the
imprisoned and hungry animal Draw a card, which will represent
the first response the animal makes Replace it in the pack, shuffle well,
and draw another card, representing the second response made One
response will follow another in random order, and sometimes a card
may recur Sooner or later, however, the card representing the success-
ful response will be drawn, say the six of hearts Now, to represent the
stamping in effect of the satisfaction which success brings, suppose we
add another six of hearts to the pack (making fifty-three cards in all).
"When we now repeat the whole experiment, the six of hearts will be
a little more likely to be drawn. It will not, as a rule, be drawn at once.
The successful response will not, that is, be made at once as soon as the
second trial is begun But the odds are in favour of its appearance a
little earlier than in the first trial Every time the six of hearts is drawn,
let an additional six of hearts be added to the pack After a while the
chances in favour of this card being drawn will be very high, though on
any one occasion it may take many draws before it appears. Gradually
it will come to be the almost certain event, as the pack comes to contain
dozens and even hundreds of this particular card.
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